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Abstract

Schoenberg has given a characterization of the set of points at

different distances from all rational lattice points. It was motivated

from a solution of Sierpiński on a problem of Steinhaus, and the

problem was originally asked to the integral lattice points. In this

article, we study how far Schoenberg’s method can be applied to the

points at different distances from all integral lattice points, and

show a complete description in case of the plane.

1. Introduction

Let RQZ ,,  and QRI \=  be the sets of the integers, the rational

numbers, the real numbers and the irrational numbers, respectively. We

identify an n-dimensional vector ( )nxx ,,1=x  with a point in the n-

dimensional Euclidean space ,nR  and often denote it by ( ).ix  Then,

{( ) }ZRZ ∈∈= i
n

i
n aa  ( {( ) })QRQ ∈∈= i

n
i

n qqresp.,  is the set
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of integral (resp., rational) lattice points. Let ii
n
i vu∑ =

=⋅
1

vu  be the

inner product of vectors ( )iu=u  and ( )iv=v  in .nR  Then, the distance

between two points x and y is given by ( ) ( ) .yxyxyx −⋅−=−  We

shall only consider points in nR  with ,2≥n  and assume 2≥n
throughout the article.

A problem of Steinhaus asks if, for an arbitrarily given integer ,0>k
there is a circle that encircles just k numbers of integral lattice points in

the plane (cf. [1]). Sierpiński (cf. [3]) answered the problem by showing

that the point ( ) 22,31 R∈=p  is at different distances from all

integral points in the plane. Thus, the required circle is obtained taking
the center at p and an appropriate radius. Then, one can ask what is the
set of points which qualify as the centers of such circles just like p, and

also how about the points in .nR  We can call such points at different

distances from all lattice points the Sierpiński points, and the problem to

determine the set of the Sierpiński points the revised problem. The

purpose of this paper is to study the revised problem, and in case of 2R
we give a complete description for the set of the Sierpiński points.

Schoenberg [2] has given a result to the revised problem for the

rational lattice points nQ  instead of .nZ  His result is quite elegant, and

seems to be applied even to the integral lattice. We recall it briefly using

our notations. Let n∏  be the set of rational hyperplanes in ,nR  that is,

{ }.,0with: QQ ∈≠∈=⋅π=∏ rr n
n

qqxq

Notice that, multiplying a common multiple of the denominators, we can

replace q and r in the definition of n∏  by some nc Z∈  and ,Z∈d

respectively. We set

.\and n
n

nn
n

Φ=Ωπ=Φ
Π∈π

R∪
Then, the following has been shown.
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Theorem 1.1 (Schoenberg). The set nΩ  is equal to the set of points at

different distances from all points in .nQ

Returning to the integral lattice points, we set

{ };with,anyfor bababxaxx ≠∈−≠−∈= nn
nS ZR

n
n

n ST −= R

{ }.with,somefor bababxaxx ≠∈−=−∈= nn ZR

Thus, the set of the Sierpiński points is ,nS  and our task is to

characterize the sets nS  and .nT  Obviously, we have the following

corollary of Theorem 1.1:

Corollary 1.2. .nnnn TandS Φ⊂Ω⊃

As the first step, we determine the clear parts of nT  and .nS  For

that purpose, we call an integral vector ( ) n
if Z∈=f  a fundamental

vector if  0≠f  and { } ,1,,gcd 1 =nff  where { }−−gcd  denotes the

greatest common divisor of integers in { }.−−  By a basic property of

integer, for any fundamental vector ( )if=f  there exists an integral

vector ( ) n
iw Z∈=w  with the property that

.1
1

==⋅ ∑
=

ii

n

i
wfwf (1)

We denote by nF  the set of fundamental vectors in .nZ  Then, we can

divide nR  into three subsets defined by

{ };for1, n
n

n FG ∈∃∈⋅∈= fxfx ZR

{ };for2, n
n

n FG ∈∀∈⋅∈= fxfx IR

( )2,1,3, \ nn
n

n GGG ∪R=

{ }.forandfor nn
n FF ∈∀∈/⋅∈∃∈⋅∈= gxgfxfx ZQR
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Then, we have the following:

Theorem 1.3. nn TG ⊂1,      and        .2, nn SG ⊂

Here, we notice that 3,1, nnn GG ∪=Φ  and 2,nn G=Ω  by the

definitions, and thus the second inclusion in the theorem is the same as
the first relation in Corollary 1.2. Thus, the revised problem is open for

the elements in .3,nG

To represent some subsets of ,1,nG  we use the following notations.

Let A and B be subsets of .R  Then, we define knk BA −∗  to be the subset

of nR  composed of all points whose some k components belong to A and

the remaining kn −  components belong to B. In particular,

{ ( ) }.1somefor,22 njixxx ji
n

i
n ≤<≤∈∈==∗ − QRRQ x

Then, we have the following:

Proposition 1.4. .22
1,

22
n

n
n

n TthusandG ⊂∗⊂∗ −− RQRQ

Examples of elements in nnG Ω=2,  are seen in [2]. More elementary

examples of 2,nG  are given as follows, whose proof is in debt to

Yoshiyuki Kuramoto who instructed it to the first author.

Proposition 1.5. Assume that naa ,,1  are positive integers with

the following properties for :1 ni ≤≤

(i) ia  has no factor of the square of an integer other than 1;

(ii) ia  has a prime factor which does not divide any ja  with

.1 nij ≤≠≤

Then, for any ( ) n
iq Q∈  with ( )niqi ≤≤≠ 10  and ( ) ,n

ir Q∈

( ) .,, 2,111 nnnn Graqraq ∈++

As an example about ,3,nG  we have
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( ) 3,1,,,,2,1 nnim Gppm ∈= −w

for any integer m with ,2≥m  where ip  is the i-th prime integer. In fact,

the fundamental vector ( )0,,0,11 =e  satisfies ,11 Q∈=⋅ mmwe

and Z∈/⋅ mwf  for any fundamental vector nF∈f  by the same reason

as Proposition 1.5. It follows nT∈2w  from the next lemma, and

nm S∈w  for 3≥m  from Theorem 1.7 below.

Let [ ] { }.221 ZQZ ∈∈= kk  Then, [ ]21ZZ ⊂  obviously, and

we have the following.

Lemma 1.6. [ ] .21 1
n

n T⊂∗ −RZ

By Proposition 1.4 and Lemma 1.6, among the vectors which has at
least one rational component, the revised problem is only open for the

elements in ( [ ] ) .21\ 1−∗ nIZQ  We can divide this set into the following

three subsets inJ ,  for 2,1=i  and 3:

( [ ] ) ( ),21\ 1
,1,

−
−∗= n

inin GJ IZQ ∩

where we set IZ == 2,11,1 , GG  and ZQ \G 31, =  when .2=n  Then,

we have the following.

Theorem 1.7. .2,1, nnnn SJandTJ ⊂⊂

Thus, summarizing the above results, the revised problem is only
open for the elements in the set

.or 3,3, n
n

n JG I∩

In case of the plane ,2R  we shall give a complete answer to the

revised problem. In this case, ∅=3,2J  since ,3,1 ∅=I∩G  and thus we

have only to settle the problem for .G 2
32, I∩  Let ( ) ., 3,2Gyx ∈  Then,

there are integers ba,  and c satisfying

( ) ( ) { } .1,,gcdand0,0,, =≠=+ cbabacbyax (2)
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We shall show in Lemma 2.2 that ( ) 3,, Z∈cba  satisfying (2) is unique

up to sign for ( )yx,  if at least one of x and y is an irrational number.

Furtheremore, we notice that { } 2,gcd ≥ba  when ( ) ., 3,2Gyx ∈  Then,

the following theorem completes the revised problem for .2R

Theorem 1.8. Let ,2
3,2 I∩G∈x  and let a and b be the integers

satisfying (2) for x. Then, 2T∈x  if { } 2,gcd =ba  and ( ),4mod2≡+ ba

and 2S∈x  if { } 3,gcd ≥ba  or ( ).4mod0≡+ ba

Since ( ) 3,, Tzyx ∈  if ( ) ,, 2Tyx ∈  we have the following:

Corollary 1.9. Let ( [ ] ) ( ),21\ 2
3,23,3 IZ ∩GQJ ∗=∈x  and

2R∈′x  the vector whose components are equal to those of 2
3,2 I∩G  part

of x. Then, 3Tx ∈  if { } 2,gcd =′′ ba  and ( ),4mod2≡′+′ ba  where a′

and b′  are the integers satisfying (2) for .x′

2. Proofs of Results

First, we characterize the set { b−=−∈= xaxx n
nT R  for

some }baba, ≠∈ withnZ  by the same way as in [1].

Proposition 2.1. Let .nu R∈  Then, a necessary and sufficient

condition for nT∈u  is that there exist ( ) n
ic Z∈=c  and ( ) n

id Z∈=d

satisfying the following relations:

( ) .12mod02 nifordcand ii ≤≤≡≠⋅=⋅ cd,cuc (3)

Proof. Assume that .nT∈u  Then, there exist nZ∈a  and nZ∈b

with ba ≠  satisfying .buau −=−  Thus, u is a point on the

hyperplane that bisects vertically the points a and b in .nR  Thus, u
satisfies the equation

( ) ( )( ) .02 =+−⋅− bauba
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We set nZ∈−= bac  and .nZ∈+= bad  Then, ,0≠c  and

.2 dcuc ⋅=⋅  Thus, c and d are the required integral vectors since the

last condition in (3) is satisfied by the relation .2adc =+

Conversely, assume that ( ) n
ic Z∈=c  and ( ) n

id Z∈=d  satisfy (3)

for .nR∈u  Since ( )2modii dc ≡  for ,1 ni ≤≤  we set

( ) nZ∈+= 2dca  and ( ) .2 nZ∈−= cdb  Then, ba ≠  since ,0≠c

and buau −=−  follows from the first equaity in (3). Hence, we have

nT∈u  as is required.

Now, we shall prove Theorem 1.3.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let nR∈x  be any element of .1,nG  Then,

there exist a fundamental vector nF∈f  and an integer b satisfying

.b=⋅ xf  Then, there is a vector nZ∈w  satisfying 1=⋅ wf  by (1).

Thus, we have ( ) ( ) ( ),22422 wfxf bb ⋅==⋅  and hence fc 2=  and

wd b2=  satisfy the relations (3) in Proposition 2.1 for x. Actually, x is at

the same distance from fw +b  and ,fw −b  and nT∈x  as is required.

Next, let nR∈x  be any element of ,2,nG  and suppose that .nT∈x

Then, by Proposition 2.1, there exist ( ) n
ic Z∈=c  with 0≠c  and

Z∈h  satisfying .h=⋅ xc  Let { }.,,gcd 1 ncck =  Thus, kcc =′  is a

fundamental vector and we have ,Q∈=⋅′ khxc  which contradicts the

hypothesis .2,nG∈x  Hence, ,nS∈x  and we have the required result.

The proofs of Proposition 1.4, Proposition 1.5 and Lemma 1.6 are as
follows:

Proof of Proposition 1.4. Let ( ) .22 −∗∈= n
ix RQx  We may

assume that Q∈1x  and ,2 Q∈x  and represent them as fractions

111 mnx =  and .222 mnx =  If ,01 =n  then the fundamental vector

( )0,,0,11 =e  satisfies ,01 Z∈=⋅ xe  and thus .1,nG∈x  When
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,01 ≠n  since ( ) ( ) ,000 3212121 Z∈=+++−+ nxxxnmxnm  the

fundamental vector ( ),0,,0,, 1221 knmknm −=f  where gcd=k

{ },, 1221 nmnm  satisfies .0 Z∈=⋅ xf  Thus, we have 1,nG∈x  as is

required.

Proof of Proposition 1.5. We set ( )niraqs iiii ≤≤+= 1  for any

positive integers { }naa ,,1  satisfying the properties (i) and (ii) and

any rational numbers iq  and ir  with .0≠iq  Let ( )mttF ,,1  denote

the extended field of a field F obtained by adding .,,1 mtt  Then, for

,1 ni ≤≤  let

( ) ( ),,, 11 iiii sKssK −== Q

where we set .0 Q=K  We shall show

( )111 ,, −− =∈/ kkk ssKs Q (4)

for .1 nk ≤≤  Then, it implies that there are no ( ) n
iu Q∈  with

( ) 0≠iu  satisfying vsu ii
n
i =∑ =1

 for some ,Q∈v  which shows

( ) 2,ni Gs ∈  as is required.

Now, we prove (4) by the induction on k. When ,1=k  (4) holds since

.1 I∈s  Thus, as the inductive hypothesis, we assume that 2≥k  and

( )2121 ,, −−− =∈/ kkk ssKs Q  holds for any { }121 ,,, −− kk sss

satisfying the conditions. Then, 2−∈/ kk Ks  holds since { }kk sss ,,, 21 −

also satisfies the conditions.

Now, let ,2≥k  and suppose that ( ).121 −−− =∈ kkkk sKKs  Then,

there are 2, −∈ kKdc  satisfying ,1−+= kk dscs  and thus

1−+= kk afea

for some ., 2−∈ kKfe  Squaring this equation, we obtain

.2 1
22

1 −− −−= kkk afeaaef  If ,0≠ef  then ,21 −− ∈ kk Ka  which

contradicts .21 −− ∈/ kk Ks  Also, if ,0=f  then ,2−∈= kk Kea  which
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contradicts .2−∈/ kk Ks  Hence, we have .0=e  Then, ,1−= kk afa

and .211 −−− ∈= kkkk Kfaaa  However, bhaa kk
2

1 =−  for positive

integers h and b with the property that the set { }baa k ,,, 21 −  satisfies

the conditions (i) and (ii). Hence, 21 −− ∈/= kkk Kbhaa  by the

inductive hypothesis, which contradicts the above. Thus, we conclude

that ,1−∈/ kk Ks  which completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 1.6. Let ( )ix=x  be any element of

[ ] .21 1−∗ nRZ  Then, we may assume that 21 kx =  for some .Z∈k

Set 1=ε  (resp., 2) if k is odd (resp., even), ( )0,,0,22 ε+= ka

and ( ).0,,0,22 ε−= kb  Then, a and b are integral vectors with

,ba ≠  and satisfy .bxax −=−  Thus, nTx ∈  as is required.

Next, we prove Theorem 1.7.

Proof of Theorem 1.7. To show the first required inclusion, let

( ) n
ix R∈=x  be any element of ( [ ] ) ( ).21\ 1

1,11,
−

−∗= n
nn GJ IZQ ∩

Then, we may assume that ( ) .,, 1,12 −∈ nn Gxx  Thus, there exists a

fundamental vector ( ) 1
2 ,, −∈ n

nff Z  which satisfies .
2

Z∈∑ = ii
n
i xf

Then, ( ) n
nff Z∈,,,0 2  is also a fundamental vector, and

.0
21 Z∈+ ∑ = ii

n
i xfx  Hence, we have ,1,nG∈x  and thus nT∈x  by

Theorem 1.3, as is required.

Next, to prove the second required inclusion, let ( ) n
ix R∈=x  be

any element of ( [ ] ) ( ).21\ 1
2,12,

−
−∗= n

nn GZJ IQ ∩  Then, we may

assume that [ ],21\111 ZQ∈= mnx  where 11 mn  is an irreducible

fraction with 31 ≥m  and ( ) .,, 1
2,12

−
−∈ n

nn Gxx I∩  Under these

conditions, we suppose that .nT∈x  Then, there exist ( ) n
ic Z∈=c  and

( ) n
id Z∈=d  satisfying (3) in Proposition 2.1 for x. Then, multiplying

1m  on both sides of ,2 dcxc ⋅=⋅  we have
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.222
1

1122111 ii

n

i
nn dcmxcmxcmnc ∑

=

=+++ (5)

If ( ) ,0,,2 ≠ncc  then this equation contradicts the hypothesis that

( ) ∈nxx ,,2  2,1−nG  since 01 ≠m  and ( ) ii
n
i xcm12

2∑ =
 ii

n
i dcm ∑ =

=
11

.2 11 Z∈− nc  Hence, ( ) 0,,2 =ncc  and thus .01 ≠c  Then, it follows

1112 dmn =  from (5), which is a contradiction since 1m  is prime to 1n

and .31 ≥m  Therefore, we conclude that ,nS∈x  which completes the

proof.

As is stated in the previous section, we shall use the following lemma
in the proof of Theorem 1.8.

Lemma 2.2. Let ( ) ,, 2R∈yx  and assume that x or y is an irrational

number. If an integral vector ( ) 3,, Z∈cba  satisfy

( ) ( ) { } ,1,,gcd0,0,, =≠=+ cbaandbacbyax (6)

then ( )cba ,,  is unique for ( )yx,  up to sign.

Proof. Assume that there exists another ( ) 3,, Z∈′′′ cba  satisfying

the same conditions. If ( )ba,  and ( )ba ′′,  are linearly independent in ,2R
then we have

,and
ba
ba

ca
ca

y
ba
ba

bc
bc

x
′′′′

=
′′′′

=

which contradicts the hypothesis that x or y is an irrational number.

Thus, there exists R∈r  satisfying ( ) ( ).,, barba =′′  Then, r is a rational

number and ( ) .rcbyaxrybxac =+=′+′=′  Hence, ( ) ( ),,,,, cbarcba =′′′

and we have 1±=r  since { } 1,,gcd =′′′ cba  and { } .1,,gcd =cba  Thus,

( ) ( )cbacba ,,,, ±=′′′  as is required.

Now, we prove Theorem 1.8.
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Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let ( ) ., 2
3,2 I∩Gyx ∈=x  Then, there

exists ( ) 3,, Z∈cba  satisfying (6) in Lemma 2.2 for ( ),, yx  and

{ } 2,gcd ≥ba  holds since ( ) ., 3,2Gyx ∈

First, we assume that { } 2,gcd =ba  and ( ).4mod2≡+ ba  Then, c is

an odd integer since { } .1,,gcd =cba  Set 2aa =′  and 2bb =′  in .Z
Then, ( ),2mod1≡′+′ ba  and we may assume that a′  is even and b′  is

odd. Since { } ,1,gcd =′′ ba  there exist ( ) 2, Z∈′′ vu  satisfying

.1=′′+′′ vbua  Then, v′  must be odd. We set ( ) ( )vuvu ′′= ,,  if u′  is even,

and ( ) ( )avbuvu ′−′′+′= ,,  if u′  is odd. Then, u is even and v is odd, and

1=′+′ vbua  holds. Hence, we have ( ) ( ) ( ),2 cvbcuacybxa ′+′==′+′

where a′  and cu are both even and b′  and cv are both odd. Therefore,

( ) ( )bacc ′′= ,, 21  and ( ) ( )cvcudd ,, 21 =  satisfy (3) in Proposition 2.1 for

( )., yx  Hence, ( )yx,=x  is an element of 2T  as is required.

Next, we consider the remaining cases. Suppose that ( ) ., 2Tyx ∈=x

Then, by Proposition 2.1, there exist ( ) 2
21, Z∈cc  and ( ) 2

21, Z∈dd

satisfying

( ) ( ) ( ),0,0,,2 21221121 ≠+=+ ccdcdcycxc

( ) .2,1for2mod =≡ idc ii

Set { } 011210 ,,gcd cccccc =′=  and 022 ccc =′  in .Z  We further set

{ }.,2,2gcd 221121 dcdccck ′+′′′=  Then, since ( ) 2211212 dcdcycxc ′+′=′+′

holds, we have the following by Lemma 2.2:

.and2,2 221121 kcdcdckbckac ±=′+′±=′±=′ (7)

Now, consider the case when { } 2,gcd =ba  and ( ).4mod0≡+ ba

Then, 2aa =′  and 2bb =′  are both odd integers and akc ′±=′1  and

bkc ′±=′2  by (7). Thus, 1±=k  since { } ,1,gcd 21 =′′ cc  and hence 1c′ and

2c′  are both odd integers. Then, according as 0c  is even or odd, 1d  and

2d  are both even or both odd integers since ( )2modii cd ≡  as above.
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Hence, ( )2211 dcdcc ′+′±=  is even, and thus { } 2,,gcd =cba  which

contradicts the assumption { } .1,,gcd =cba  Therefore, we conclude that

( ) ,, 2Tyx ∈/=x  and thus 2S∈x  as is required.

Lastly, when { } ,3,gcd ≥= eba  using (7) we have  { }21 2,2gcd cc ′′

{ } 3,gcd ≥== kekbka  which contradicts { } .22,2gcd 21 =′′ cc  Hence,

( ) 2, Syx ∈=x  holds in this case too, and we have completed the proof.
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